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DCOD XHIITION POINT WAY TO DATADRIVN ART

Țħě čřỳpțįč ẅǿřķș ǿň đįșpŀǻỳ ǻț Ŀǿňđǿň’ș Đěčǿđě: Đįģįțǻŀ Đěșįģň Șěňșǻțįǿňș ěxħįbįțįǿň
mǻňįpųŀǻțě řǻẅ đǻțǻ ǻș ǻ ķįňđ ǿf vįřțųǻŀ pįģměňț, fįňđįňģ fǿřm ǻňđ fųň ǻmįđ țħě șěňșǿřỳ
ǿvěřŀǿǻđ țħǻț țħřěǻțěňș țǿ ǿvěřẅħěŀm țħě 21șț-čěňțųřỳ ħįvě mįňđ.
Șěvěřǻŀ ěxħįbįțįǿň pįěčěș șħǿẅčǻșěđ ǻț Vįčțǿřįǻ ǻňđ Ǻŀběřț Mųșěųm đěpěňđ ǿň ħųmǻň
přěșěňčě țǿ přǿđųčě țħěįř fųŀŀ ěffěčț. Ǻ mǿțįǿň-đěțěčțįňģ ěỳěbǻŀŀ, fǿř ěxǻmpŀěș, bŀįňķș
ěǻčħ țįmě ǻ vįșįțǿř bŀįňķș. İň ǻňǿțħěř pįěčě, ǻ vįđěǿ șčřěěň ěňǻbŀěș vįșįțǿřș țǿ “pǻįňț”
șměǻřș ǿf čǿŀǿř țħřǿųģħ țħě pǿẅěř ǿf țħěįř ģỳřǻțįǿňș.
Ǿțħěř įňșțǻŀŀǻțįǿňș, ǿň đįșpŀǻỳ țħřǿųģħ Ǻpřįŀ 11, șțřįp-mįňě đǻțǻ șțřěǻmș fřǿm Țẅįțțěř,
țřǻňșŀǻțě ǻ đǻỳ’ș ẅǿřțħ ǿf fŀįģħț řǿųțěș įňțǿ ǻňįmǻțěđ ǻbșțřǻčț ǻřț ǻňđ ħųřŀ țěxț-měșșǻģě
fřǻģměňțș ǿňțǿ đǿżěňș ǿf țįňỳ đįșpŀǻỳ șčřěěňș. Bųįŀđįňģ ǿň vįđěǿ ǻřț ěxpěřįměňțș țħǻț
țǿǿķ řǿǿț įň țħě ’80ș ǻț Ǻřș Ěŀěčțřǿňįčǻ, Șįģģřǻpħ ǻňđ ǿțħěř ěvěňțș, Đěčǿđě čǿňțřįbųțǿřș
ěxpěřįměňț ẅįțħ přǿģřǻmmįňģ ŀǻňģųǻģěș țǿ țǿỳ ẅįțħ qųěșțįǿňș ǻbǿųț mǻň, mǻčħįňě ǻňđ
țħě đǻțǻ țħǻț bįňđș.
“Đěčǿđě įș ǻbǿųț đěmỳșțįfỳįňģ țħě bŀǻčķ ǻřț ǿř mǻģįč ǿf đįģįțǻŀ ẅħįŀě șħǿẅįňģ țħǻț țħįș
ẅǿřķ čǻň bě pǿěțįč, ěmǿțįǿňǻŀ ǻňđ pǿįģňǻňț,” șħǿẅ čǿ-čųřǻțǿř Șħǻňě Ř.J. Ẅǻŀțěř țǿŀđ
Ẅįřěđ.čǿm įň ǻň ě-mǻįŀ įňțěřvįěẅ. Ẅǻŀțěř, čřěǻțįvě đįřěčțǿř fǿř țħě ǾňěĐǿțŻěřǿ đįģįțǻŀ
ǻřțș șįțě, șǻįđ țħě ěxħįbįțįǿň pįěčěș “ħįģħŀįģħț įșșųěș įň ǿųř ěvěřỳđǻỳ ŀįvěș șųčħ ǻș țħě
ǿvěřǻbųňđǻňčě ǿf įňfǿřmǻțįǿň ǻňđ ħǿẅ ẅě đěǻŀ ẅįțħ țħįș țħřǿųģħ đǻțǻ vįșųǻŀįżǻțįǿň.”
Țħě Đěčǿđě ǻřțįșțș, ħě ẅřįțěș, “ųșě čǿđě ǻș ǻ mǻțěřįǻŀ țǿ ẅǿřķ ẅįțħ jųșț ǻș șčųŀpțǿřș
ẅǿřķ ẅįțħ čŀǻỳ.”
İň ǻđđįțįǿň țǿ țħě čųřǻțěđ ẅǿřķș, țħě ěxħįbįțįǿň ħǿșțș țħě Řěčǿđě přǿjěčț, ẅħįčħ įňvįțěș
přǿģřǻmměřș țǿ řěpųřpǿșě čųșțǿm șǿfțẅǻřě fěǻțųřěđ įň Ų.Ķ. đěșįģňěř Ķǻřșțěň
Șčħmįđț’ș ǻňįmǻțěđ vįđěǿ (ěmběđđěđ ǻbǿvě) ǻș ǻ fǿųňđǻțįǿň fǿř țħěįř ǿẅň vǻřįǻțįǿňș.
Đǻvě Přįčě, fǿř ěxǻmpŀě, řěčǿňfįģųřěđ țħě ǿřįģįňǻŀ přǿģřǻmmįňģ ŀǻňģųǻģě țǿ mǻķě Ěỳě
Ŀįķě Řěčǿđě (ěmběđđěđ běŀǿẅ). Șǿmě ǿf țħě ųșěř-ģěňěřǻțěđ vįđěǿș ẅįŀŀ bě přěșěňțěđ ǻș
pųbŀįč ǻřț įň țħě Ŀǿňđǿň Ųňđěřģřǿųňđ șųbẅǻỳ șỳșțěm.
Ẅįřěđ.čǿm čǿňđųčțěđ ě-mǻįŀ įňțěřvįěẅș ẅįțħ 10 ǻřțįșțș țǿ ģǻįň įňșįģħț įňțǿ țħě ųșěș ǿf
șǿfțẅǻřě ǻș ǻ čřěǻțįvě vįșųǻŀ měđįųm. Břǿẅșě țħįș ģǻŀŀěřỳ fǿř ǻ șǻmpŀįňģ ǿf țħěįř
țħǿųģħțș ǻňđ įmǻģěș fřǿm Đěčǿđě: Đįģįțǻŀ Đěșįģň Șěňșǻțįǿňș.

OPTOIOLATOR II
What: Țħě șčųŀpțųřě přěșěňțș ǻ șǿŀįțǻřỳ měčħǻțřǿňįč bŀįňķįňģ ěỳě, ǻț ħųmǻň șčǻŀě, țħǻț
řěșpǿňđș țǿ țħě ģǻżě ǿf vįșįțǿřș ẅįțħ ǻ vǻřįěțỳ ǿf pșỳčħǿșǿčįǻŀ ěỳě-čǿňțǻčț běħǻvįǿřș. İț
ŀǿǿķș țħě vįěẅěř đįřěčțŀỳ įň țħě ěỳě, țħěň ŀǿǿķș ǻẅǻỳ įf įț įș șțǻřěđ ǻț fǿř țǿǿ ŀǿňģ. Ǻŀșǿ,
țħě ěỳěbǻŀŀ bŀįňķș přěčįșěŀỳ ǿňě șěčǿňđ ǻfțěř įțș vįșįțǿř bŀįňķș.

How: Fǻbřįčǻțěđ fřǿm mǿțǿřș, čǻměřǻș ǻňđ ǻ čǿmpųțěř, țħě Ǿpțǿ-İșǿŀǻțǿř‘ș
měčħǻțřǿňįč đěșįģň ǻňđ fǻbřįčǻțįǿň įș bỳ Ģřěģ Bǻŀțųș ǿf Șțǻňđǻřđ Řǿbǿț Čǿmpǻňỳ,
Pįțțșbųřģħ.

Wh: İňvěňțǿř Ģǿŀǻň Ŀěvįň șǻỳș ħě ẅǻňțěđ țǿ ǻđđřěșș țħě “șpěčțǻțǿřșħįp” qųěșțįǿň:
“Ẅħǻț įf ǻřțẅǿřķș čǿųŀđ ķňǿẅ ħǿẅ ẅě ẅěřě ŀǿǿķįňģ ǻț țħěm? Ǻňđ, ģįvěň țħįș ķňǿẅŀěđģě,
ħǿẅ mįģħț țħěỳ řěșpǿňđ țǿ ųș?”

Who: Mǻșșǻčħųșěțțș İňșțįțųțě ǿf Țěčħňǿŀǿģỳ Měđįǻ Ŀǻb ģřǻđųǻțě Ŀěvįň đįřěčțș țħě
Șțųđįǿ fǿř Čřěǻțįvě İňqųįřỳ ǻț Pįțțșbųřģħ’ș Čǻřňěģįě Měŀŀǿň Ųňįvěřșįțỳ ǻňđ ħǻș ěxħįbįțěđ
ǻț țħě Ẅħįțňěỳ Bįěňňįǻŀ, țħě Ňěẅ Mųșěųm ǿf Čǿňțěmpǿřǻřỳ Ǻřț įň Ňěẅ Ỳǿřķ ǻňđ Ǻřș
Ěŀěčțřǿňįčǻ Čěňțěř.
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přěțțỳ mųčħ ěvěřỳbǿđỳ ẅħǿ’ș ǻňỳbǿđỳ įň țħǻț řǻčķěț, ǻňđ ňǿẅ ỳǿų ķňǿẅ

ẅħěřě țǿ ģǿ įf ỳǿų ňěěđ țǿ ŀěǻřň mǿřě ǻbǿųț țħįș.
Țħįș ǻřțįčŀě ħǻș běěň řěpřǿđųčěđ įň ǻ ňěẅ fǿřmǻț ǻňđ mǻỳ bě mįșșįňģ čǿňțěňț ǿř
čǿňțǻįň fǻųŀțỳ ŀįňķș. Čǿňțǻčț ẅįřěđŀǻbș@ẅįřěđ.čǿm țǿ řěpǿřț ǻň įșșųě.
ħțțp://fǿřmǻňđčǿđě.čǿm/
Ǻǻřǿň Ķǿbŀįň, Ǻǻřǿň Șįěģěŀ, Ǻŀěx Đřǻģųŀěșčų, Ǻŀěxǻňđěř Čǻŀđěř, Ǻňđỳ Ŀǿmǻș,
Ǻřǻňđǻ/Ŀǻșčħ (Běňjǻmįň Ǻřǻňđǻ, Čħřįș Ŀǻșčħ, Čŀǻỳ Čǿffěỳ), ǺŘȚ+ČǾM, Ǻřųp, Ǻțǻřį, Běň F.
Ŀǻpǿșķỳ, Běň Fřỳ, Běň Șħňěįđěřmǻň, Bįŀŀ Čħěșẅįčķ, Břįđģěț Řįŀěỳ, Čǻțǻŀǿģțřěě, Čħǻřŀěș Ǻ.
Čșųřį, Čǿřňěŀįǻ Șǿŀŀfřǻňķ, Čǿřỳ Ǻřčǻňģěŀ, Đǻvįđ Đěșșěňș, Đǻvįđ Ěm, Đǻvįđ Șmǻŀŀ, Đǻňįěŀ
Șǻųțěř, Đǿųģŀǻș Ħǿfșțǻđțěř, Ěđẅǻřđ Żǻjǻč, Ěŀěňǻ Mǻňfěřđįňį, Ěmįŀ Řųđěř, Ěmįŀỳ Ģǿběįŀŀě
ǻňđ Țħěǿđǿřě Ẅǻțșǿň, Ěňřįčǿ Břǻvį, Ěřįķ Ňǻțżķě, Ěřẅįň Đřįěșșěňș ǻňđ Mǻřįǻ Věřșțǻppěň,
Fřįěđěř Ňǻķě, Ģěǿřģě Ŀěģřǻđỳ, Ģěřħǻřđ Mǻňțż, Ģǿŀǻň Ŀěvįň, Ģřǻmǻżįǿ & Ķǿħŀěř,
Ǻřčħįțěčțųřě ǻňđ Đįģįțǻŀ Fǻbřįčǻțįǿň, ĚȚĦ Żųřįčħ, Ģřǻňųŀǻř-Șỳňțħěșįș, Ģřěģ Ŀỳňň FǾŘM,
Ħǻŀ Bųřčħ, Ħǻřǿŀđ Čǿħěň, İvǻň Șųțħěřŀǻňđ, Jǻměș Pǻțěřșǿň, Jǻșǿň Șǻŀǻvǿň, Jǻșpěř Jǿħňș,
Jěǻň-Pįěřřě Ħéběřț, Jěňňįfěř Șțěįňķǻmp, Jįm Čǻmpběŀŀ, Jǿħň F. Șįmǿň, Jř., Jǿħň Mǻěđǻ,
Jǿň MčČǿřmǻčķ, Jǿňǻțħǻň Ħǻřřįș, Jǿňǻțħǻň MčČǻbě, Jǿħň Řěħŀįňģ, Jųŀįųș Pǿpp, Jüřģ
Ŀěħňį, Jųșșį Äňģěșŀěvä, Ķǻį Ẅěțżěŀ, Ķǻřŀ Șįmș, Ķǻřșțěň Șčħmįđț (PǿșțȘpěčțǻčųŀǻř), Ķěįțħ
Țỳșǿň, Ķěň Ķňǿẅŀțǿň, Ķěňňěțħ Ǻ. Ħųff, Ķħǿį Vįňħ, Ķǿķķųģįǻ, Ŀǻřřỳ Čųbǻ, Ŀǻųřǻ
Ẅǻțțěňběřģ, ĿěČįěŀĚșțBŀěų, Ŀěǿň Ħǻřmǿň, ĿěțțĚřřǿř, Ŀįǻ, Ŀįŀŀįǻň Șčħẅǻřțż, Ŀįșǻ Șțřǻųșfěŀđ,
Mǻňfřěđ Mǿħř, Mǻřčǿș Ẅěșķǻmp, Mǻřįųș Ẅǻțż, Mǻřķ Ẅįŀșǿň, Mǻřțįň Ẅǻțțěňběřģ, Mǻșǻķį
Fųjįħǻțǻ, Mįčħǻěŀ Ňǻjjǻř, Mįķě Șįŀvěř, Mįķķěŀ Čřǿňě Ķǿșěř, MİȚ Měđįǻ Ŀǻb Pěřșǿňǻŀ
Řǿbǿțįčș Ģřǿųp, Xįțǿmě Đěșįģň, Mǿħ Ǻřčħįțěčțș, Mǿřpħǿșįș, MǾȘ Ǻřčħįțěčțș, ŇǺȘǺ,
Ňěřvǿųș Șỳșțěm, Ǿșmǻň Ķħǻň, Pǻbŀǿ Vǻŀbųěňǻ, Pǻǿŀǿ Pǻŀmǻ, Pěțěř Čħǿ, Pěțěř Pěǻřčě,
Pħįŀįp Běěșŀěỳ, Ř&Șįě(ň)+Đ, Řǻfǻěŀ Ŀǿżǻňǿ-Ħěmměř, Řįčħǻřđ Đǻẅķįňș, Řǿběřț Ħǿđģįň ǻňđ
Ňǻňđǿ Čǿșțǻ, Řǿběřț Ŀǻżżǻřįňį, Řǿșș Čǿǿpěř, Řǿxỳ Pǻįňě, Řỳǿjį İķěđǻ,
Șčħǿěňěřẅįșșěň/ǾfČĐ, ȘĦǿP, Șķįđmǿřě Ǿẅįňģș & Měřřįŀŀ (ȘǾM), Șǿŀ ĿěẄįțț, Șǿșǿŀįmįțěđ
(Ěřįč Ģųňțħěř, Jųșțįň Mǻňǿř, ǻňđ Jǿħň Řǿțħěňběřģ), Șțǻměň Đěșįģň (ẅįțħ Șčǿțț Șňįbbě,
Ǻmỳ Bǻŀķįň, Ģǻbřįěŀ Đųňňě ǻňđ Řỳǻň Ǻŀěxǻňđěř), Șțěfǻň Șǻģměįșțěř ǻňđ Řǻŀpħ Ǻmměř,
Șțěvěň Ẅǿŀfřǻm, Țǻŀě ǿf Țǻŀěș, Țěŀčǿșỳșțěmș, Țěșțǻ & Ẅěįșěř Ǻřčħįțěčțș, Țħě Bǻřbǻřįǻň
Ģřǿųp, Țħě ǾpěňĚňđěđ Ģřǿųp, Țħěǿ Jǻňșěň, ȚĦĚVĚŘỲMǺŇỲ (Mǻřč Fǿřňěș ǻňđ Șķỳŀǻř
Țįbbįțș), ȚħįňķMǻp, Țǿm Běțțș, Țǿm Čǻřđěň, Țǿm Fřįěđmǻň, Țǿỳǿ İțǿ & Ǻșșǿčįǻțěș
Ǻřčħįțěčțș, Ųňįțěđ Vįșųǻŀ Ǻřțįșțș, Vǻșǻ Mįħįčħ, Věřǻ Mǿŀňǻř, Ỳǿķǿ Ǿňǿ, Ỳǿșħį Șǿđěǿķǻ,
Ỳųňșįŀ Ħěǿ ǻňđ Ħỳųňẅǿǿ Bǻňģ, Żǻħǻ Ħǻđįđ Ǻřčħįțěčțș, Żųżǻňǻ Ŀįčķǿ
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[re]distributions está disponível em http://www.voyd.com/ia.
Mais informações sobre Dialtones no site de Golan Levin: http://www.flong.com/projects/telesymphony/.

Dialtones propõe investigar de que forma as redes possibilitam a geração de
padrões musicais inesperados e fenômenos sonoros imprevistos. Ao transformar

Golan Levin, Gregory Shakar, Scott Gibbons, et al.

Dialtones foi apresentada pela
primeira vez em dois
concertos consecutivos,
realizados em setembro de
2001, em coprodução com o
Ars Electronica. A telesinfonia
fratura os limites entre sons
públicos e privados, ao
transformar ringtones em
fragmentos de uma
composição executada em
tempo real, conforme o artista
telefona para a plateia

diferentes pontos de vista sobre o contexto em que a arte para dispositivos
portáteis está inserida, além de compartilhar estudos de caso relevantes e
aprofundar-se em temas mais centrais da discussão. A seguir, encontra-se um
breve resumo desse universo, que será progressivamente ampliado pelos demais
artigos, organizados em quatro partes, tendo como critério a proximidade
temática (Parte 1, Cultura Digital: Contexto e Emergência das Redes Móveis; Parte
2, Mídias Locativas: Desdobramentos Sociais e Políticos; Parte 3, Estudos de Caso:
Redes em Espaço Urbano).
Em 2001, Patrick Lichty faz a curadoria de [re]distributions6 buscando justamente
explorar o potencial expressivo de aparelhos como PDAs, pagers e telefones celulares.
O projeto reúne o estado de uma arte de nômades digitais, por meio de textos,
imagens e vídeos criados para palms, e trabalhos que experimentam as possibilidades
de linguagem dos dispositivos de comunicação sem fio. Um dos destaques de
[re]distributions é o projeto Dialtones7 (Golan Levin, Gregory Shakar, Scott Gibbons e
outros), , uma telesinfonia produzida pelo som dos celulares do público, coreografados
a partir de sua localização e do tipo de toque. Essas informações podem ser conhecidas
previamente. Levin usou esse conhecimento prévio como base para compor, em tempo
real, uma música que inverte as noções de sons públicos e privados.

8 Cf. [re]distributions, em http://www.voyd.com/ia/wirelesslevin.htm.
9 Cf. “[re]distributions. Curator’s Statement”, em http://www.voyd.com/ia/curator1.htm.
10 Lichty nos amplia essa visão no artigo “Towards a Culture of Ubiquity”, em link a partir da apresentação de
[re]distributions: http://www.voyd.com/ia/essaylichty.htm.
11 O site de wopart é http://www.desvirtual.com/Wop Art.
12 Mais informações sobre o game Node Runner na página do YouTube de Yuri Gitman (http://www.youtube.
com/user/YuryGitman#play/all/uploads-all/2/7tz7sVLgoEA) e no site da med 44, em http://www.med44.com/
pages/noderunner.html.

em música o burburinho de toques muitas vezes percebidos como incômodo, o
espetáculo subverte o aviso de praxe: para assistir a Dialtones, recomenda-se ao
público manter os aparelhos celulares ligados. Nas palavras do próprio Levin:
“Dialtones inverte nosso entendimento de som privado, espaço público, etiqueta
eletromagnética, e a fábrica das redes de comunicação que nos conectam”8.
Lichty sustenta, no texto de curadoria de [re]distributions9, que a expansão das
mídias móveis “em direção a uma cultura mais ampla parece ser uma forma de
intervenção por si só”, na medida em que as redes de tecnologias portáteis conduzem
a uma cultura da distribuição, como resultado de um desvio “da tela à palma e ao
espaço”10. Essa abordagem será desenvolvida pelo próprio autor em “Pensando a
cultura nomádica: artes móveis e sociedade”, contextualizada por artigos como
“Fantasmagorias, vitrines, infiltrações: ensaio sobre as tecnologias e a cidade”, de
Fábio Duarte e Polise De Marchi, e “Cartografias Líquidas”, de Priscila Arantes.
Entre os projetos presentes em [re]distributions, está Wop Art11, de Giselle
Beiguelman, uma série de poemas criados para celulares com protocolo WAP.
O trabalho explora as limitações da experiência on-line nos celulares da época,
sugerindo formatos de leitura que emergem da fricção entre redes fixas e móveis.
Beiguelman entende que o estado de dispersão criado pelas situações entrópicas
em que são usados aparelhos portáteis, como palms e celulares, não é um
problema, mas sim um fator a ser levado em conta. Em vez da leitura concentrada
da cultura impressa, atualmente surge um formato de fruição distribuído, no qual o
entorno é um elemento incluído que, portanto, precisa ser considerado durante
a criação de conteúdo para essas mídias.
Outro exemplo de trabalho que explora a relação entre redes on e off-line é Node
Runner12, game criado por Yury Gitman e Carlos J. Gómez de Llarena. O jogo
transforma a cidade de Nova York num campo onde duas equipes devem se logar no
maior número possível de nós de internet wireless — os pontos são somados a partir
da publicação de fotos no blog do projeto. Node Runner trata o espaço público como
interface e ressalta as conexões entre as redes de informação e o ambiente urbano.
Buscando ligações similares, entre espaços virtuais e reais, na configuração de
uma espécie de ambiente híbrido, o grupo britânico Blast Theory criou o Can You
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ESPACES NÉOMÉDIATIQUES
Art and Electronic Media:
Firing a Canon at the History of Art

a

Edward A. Shanken, Art and Electronic Media,
London: Phaidon Press Ltd, 2009.

hard-bound, richly illustrated volume that is twice
the size of a regular art manual, Art and Electronic
Media, as the author confesses, presents itself as a
canonical work1. Edward A. Shanken states that
his goal in writing this book has been “to enable
the rich genealogy of art and technology in the twentieth century
to be understood and seen, not just as a quirky and marginal activity, but as central to the history of art and visual culture since the
early twentieth century”2. The contextualization of art practices
related to electronic media within the frame of the history of art
is thus the main objective in Shanken’s research. This implies
looking at the past rather than the future, underscoring the work
of pioneers rather than outlining the most recent works at the
time of going to press, and setting a reasoned structure rather than
fantasizing with futuristic speculations. The all-encompassing, art
historical approach of this book is to some extent unusual given
the fact that the literature on this subject generally focuses on contemporary practice (from the 90s to the present day, allocating a
few pages to the “pre-history” of these “new media”), or is made
up of monographic essays by different authors, roughly distributed into broad categories. Yet the volume is not aimed at a mediasavvy reader who looks for recent developments in the field, but
instead intends to appeal the regular contemporary art audience.
As with other titles in the Themes and Movements series by
Phaidon, the book features a survey essay, a selection of works
with illustrations and extended captions, and a documents section with edited critical writings and artist’s biographies. In the
publisher’s words, the volumes in this series are “as exhaustive
as a full-scale museum overview, presenting many of the most
significant works of art associated with a particular tendency”3.
This description, which notoriously mentions the most revered
institution in the art world, speaks for itself and relates to the previously mentioned issue of the book presenting itself as canonical.
Shanken already addresses this subject in his essay Historicizing Art
and Technology: Forging a Method and Firing a Canon, in which he
states that “there is no clearly defined canon of electronic art”4.
Therefore, he has taken the task of classifying and categoriz-

ing the different modes of art production related to the use of
electronic media. The result is a series of six “thematic streams”,
plus one chapter outlining the main exhibitions, institutions and
communities in the field. The titles of these sections (just as the
title of the book itself) refer to broad concepts that allow Shanken
to place contemporary artworks alongside historical works from
the beginning of the twentieth century under the same category,
consciously avoiding popular terms such as “cybernetic”, “telematic” or “digital”, as well as the unfortunate term “new media”.
In Motion, Duration, Illumination, the author draws a timeline
that connects the early experiments in using movement and light
by pioneers such as Naum Gabo or László Moholy-Nagy with
the use of neon lights in Arte Povera and Conceptual Art, the
Kinetic Art movement, and contemporary artists such as Olafur
Eliasson and Rafael Lozano-Hemmer. Under the title Coded
Form and Electronic Production, Shanken reviews the conventional
notion of originality and reproduction, from Pop Art to Fluxus
and the first experiments with computer graphics, as well as the
usually overlooked work of early computer algorists, and finally
the emerging category of software art. Charged Environments
reminds the reader that art has always been, to some extent,
interactive, and that this attribute is not exclusive of electronic
artworks. The works of John Cage and Wolf Vostell, among
others, find their place in this section alongside Bill Viola and
Tony Oursler, as well as Golan Levin’s software based interactive performances and Rubin and Hansen’s installation Listening
Post, which generated some controversy after it received the Ars
Electronica award for interactive art. The use of telecommunication technologies in art drives the section Networks, Surveillance,
Culture Jamming, which connects the satellite transmission performances by artists such as Nam June Paik and Douglas Davis,
Paul Sermon’s telematic artworks, net art pioneers, the artivist
group The Yes Men and Blast Theory’s locative media projects.
In Bodies, Surrogates and Emergent Systems, the author refers to the
Greek myth of Pigmalion to link works related to the body with
those that deal with artificial life and with biological art. Hence,
performance artists such as Chris Burden share this section with
Marcel·lí Antúnez and Stelarc, as well as Eduardo Kac or the
research group Symbiotica. Finally, Simulations and Simulacra is
probably the section with most contemporary examples, due
to the fact that it focuses on artworks dealing with computergenerated environments. From Myron Krueger’s pioneering
work to the latest developments at the CAVE virtual reality
environment, many examples are presented, although certain
omissions, such as videogame based artworks, are notorious.
Art and Electronic Media offers a broad perspective of the field and
outlines its recent history, although it does not lead to a thesis or
conclusion. Shanken’s intention, in fact, is to pave the way by
setting up a categorization of the forms of art related to electronic
media. Paraphrasing the title of his essay, one can say that a canon
has been fired at the history of art. Time will tell if the current
research will finally lead to a revision of art history that addresses
the interactions between art, science and technology.

PAU WAELDER
Pau Waelder is an art critic, curator and researcher in digital art and culture. Among
his latest projects are the conferences En_lloc (Now_here), Digital Culture (Fundació
Pilar i Joan Miró a Mallorca) and the exhibitions Metalandscapes (Deichtorcenter
Hamburg) and FLOW (CCA Andratx). As reviewer and editor, he has collaborated
with Rhizome, Artnodes, Vernissage TV and Furtherfield. His articles have appeared in
magazines such as a::minima, Magazine du CIAC and Leonardo. He is New Media
Editor at art.es magazine. www.pauwaelder.com
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Golan Levin Interview
Submitted by Joshua Noble on Mon, 02/01/2010 - 12:00
Joshua Noble: So, some of your work is highly interactive and some of it is really more for passive viewing on the part of an audience. How do
you divide those two modes of working?
Golan Levin: There’s a ﬂuid continuum for me: I have work which is intended to be audience interactive, and work that is really intended to be
demonstrated or performed and an audience enjoys it as observers, and then I have stuff which is halfway in between. Messa Di Voce is an interesting
case because it came full circle from one to the other. The ﬁrst incarnation, Remark, that Zachary Lieberman and I made in 2002 was basically an
installation for kids to see their speech. They would step into the light of the projector that would create the ﬁction that speech cast visible shadows and
then they would see coming out of their heads the shadow of their speech - that’s the premise. They would interact with it and they have a pure
interactive artwork experience. After making this, we realized that we actually knew more about the vocal signal than we had been able to use in the
installation. We realized we could invite these professional performers who could really push this system to its limits and give ourselves the research
challenge of making an interactive system that was as plastic and as malleable and as inﬁnitely variable and as expressive and as challenging as the
skills that the performers had. So, the question was: could we make a professional system that could entertain and keep such professionals occupied and
engaged and feeling challenged? So, we made that and we made the performance. The performance had about ﬁfteen different scenes. Several of those
scenes were speciﬁcally tuned for Jaap Blonk and Joan La Barbara or inspired by improvisations that we had with them. After the performance there
were requests to show the performance again and we said, ‘Well, we can’t arrange it, logistically it was quite difﬁcult, how about an installation
version’. We realized that of the ﬁfteen different scenes, about ﬁve were actually something that we could return to the public and that ﬁve year olds
could play with. What was really interesting was that then we presented it to the public as an installation and just off to the side was a plasma screen or
whatever showing a video of the performance and that gave a crucial connection where viewers would look at the performance ﬁrst on the way in and it
became a kind of an active instruction manual where they would get an idea of what the possibilities were, they would get a basic idea about the
mechanics of the system and what they had to do or what they were supposed to do.

GL: The interactive arts jury of Ars Electronica has on occasion given awards to performances and in justifying why they’re giving an award to a
performance, as opposed to an interactive audience piece and the justiﬁcation given by Erkki Huhtamo, for example, which I ﬁnd very interesting, is
that even though the audience themselves can’t be interacting, they are a vicarious participant. They are experiencing a piece vicariously, and there is
some actual merit to this idea. There is a whole part of the brain devoted towards not just empathy emotionally but actually projecting yourself into the
situation of someone you’re watching do something. There’s like, I forget where it is, but somewhere in learning and cognitive science they talk about
how you can kind of vicariously learn things by watching someone do it.
JN: Right, there have been experiments where a subject can watch another persons movements and their brain activity will mimic the brain
activity of actually acting that out. It’s the root of empathy and of learning my mimicry.
GL: So Erkki is claiming that we have a vicariousness of action so that interactive art is appreciated by the audience not just as a visual spectacle but
actually also as an interactive spectacle through that emulation mechanism in the brain.
JN: I like thinking about how systems, artistic, aesthetic, and otherwise, can be learnable. A viewer walking in, seeing a performance using a
tool, and then being presented with the tool, like you were talking about in Messa Di Voce, is essentially being trained. There’s a manual of
sorts. What’s a learnable system?
GL: I think the key is to make systems that are self-revealing or that actually are very simple to learn by having interfaces that people can explore. It
should be the default case, but it’s just that there are so many bad interfaces out there that we think it’s somehow special to make an interface that’s easy
to learn. In fact, I guess it is because there are just so many bad ones, but to me it seems like it’s actually pretty obvious how to make an interface that’s
easy to learn.

https://web.archive.org/web/20110904150807/http://vagueterrain.net/journal16/golan-levin/01
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JN: So do you have a philosophy of how the discoverable interface looks and behaves?
GL: You know, to be fair, when I really look back on it, when I was making interfaces that were very easy and self-revealing and so on, they were for
things that were easy and self-revealing. I wasn’t making an interface to an airplane where it does make a difference if it’s ten milliseconds or ﬁfteen
that it takes you to ﬁgure something out – it’s life and death. I’m interested in invention rather than in optimization of user experience; I’m just
personally more interested in inventing new things than in improving old things. There’s a lot of work in improving old things that goes on, I just feel
like I wonder why so much effort is going into that when American industry in particular really needs more invention.
JN: One of the things that I’ve been thinking a lot about lately is the actual content of interactive art, what it is that’s being aestheticized. One
thought is that the content might be the capacity of a user to to understand what’s going on within a black box of sorts. That black box can be
their own head as they learn a system, a computer, a physciall reactive system, another person, and so on. At the core of this mode of making
things is our ability and desire to communicate with not only people, but with things.
GL: …and understand and participate in the process. Yeah, that’s an interesting point. It’s a tiny, tiny, tiny bit cynical, but not in a bad way, in a
charming way. I mean, it might be true. There’s a quote that I like from an article by Gabriella Hima
'If once literature turns from an Aufschreibsystem into an Umschreibsystem, Myron Krueger’s allusion to McLuhan’s slogan – "response is
the medium" – will become true. And then we could share McLuhan’s enthusiasm about the effects of media, when he wrote: "Nothing ever
printed is as important as the medium of print." We might say, regarding the possibilities of telematical media: Nothing ever said in
response is as important as the invention of the medium of the response.'
Maybe that’s a collapsed way of saying the same thing as, like, our capacity to understand what’s going on in a black box, which is to say, our capacity
to understand what happens when we stick our ﬁnger in the black box -- what it does in response. And maybe your statement is actually a little bit better
than just saying the word ‘response’ because the idea of a black box is to acknowledge that there is an input and an output. I’m reminded of, do you
know Jim Campbell’s formula for computer art?
I’m friends with Jim and I asked him about this, and he basically made this as a provocative form of self-critique for a lecture that he gave some time
ago. He made this to basically accuse himself but also everyone else at the same time in saying, "Is this all there is?" What I think is actually
signiﬁcantly missing from this is in fact the feedback operator that leads the output on the right-hand side back to the input. If there’s a user operator in
here, then the user’s actions on the left and the response given to the user on the right are presented as completely decoupled here. What we don’t see
here is that when you do something, it gets processed. It produces a result in some output that then inﬂuences your path on the left-hand side again.
That’s not shown, and that’s my critique with the picture.
JN: Right, we’re very complex. And sometimes, even where we don’t see complexity, we’ll create it and vice versa. As long as we have a sense
that our internal process is being responded to by the internal process of another party and that our two external processes are matching up,
then we feel communication.
continue
Content on this site is distributed under an Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike Creative Commons License unless otherwise noted.
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GL: I’ve had some discussions about The Snout (pictured above) which is simply a robot that looks at you. Obviously it’s a computer and the computer’s
not living, so I’ve done a whole bunch of work to create the illusion of life. People often make guesses about how sophisticated the model is that I’m using
to create the illusion of life. Multi-level emotional state system, machine learning, and things like that. I tell them that with the very explicit admonition
that it’s not just that the piece is simple, it’s that the observer is very complex and that the observer is going to impute all this intelligence to the thing that
really isn’t there. So, in the case of The Snout, for example, the one thing that it does that is actually sort of tricky is a the geometry that it does so that it
always orients toward you. Then, it’s just doing Perlin noise. That’s it. But when you watch it, what happens is that you’ll do do something abrupt, it
reacts with a little more speed, it accelerates or decelerates the Perlin noise in response and people say, "Wow! It understands what I’m doing and it’s
reacting!" No, you just really feel like it’s alive because you have big chunks of your brain that can’t help but see it as alive.
You can’t help but to put emotional weight on it pulling slightly back of coming slightly forward, we are really built to put that weight on everything
because the things that matter the very most to us, parents, the tribe, reading intention in movement and faces, are so important that it’s easier to just attach
them everywhere rather than miss them in a vital instance. I think that’s interesting because it brings us into the territory of the robotic body, the robot that
we know is a robot, but that we ascribe humanity to simply because we can’t help but do that.

I think we really have to talk as much about the human perceptual apparatus as we do about the aesthetics and machine form when we talk about the
robotic body. The reason I say that is because if we’re going to see a thing in the world move, big chunks of our reptilian brain are going to say, "That’s
alive." Or, the ﬁrst thing they’re going to say is: "That’s alive," and then it’s only when the higher order processes kick in and say, "Ew! That’s in the
uncanny valley, I don’t like that," that then we say, "Ok, well, then what is it? Oh, it’s a robot." So, getting out of the uncanny valley is a really important
place to be. We understand what the uncanny valley is, it’s been identiﬁed, we agree that it’s there. So, then it’s a matter of taste as to whether we want to
be to the left or right side of it. I’m personally interested in being on the left side. I think that’s where you have the realm of cute abstraction, it’s where
you have the realm of cartoons, it’s where you have the realm of things that are alive but don’t have to be understood as quadrupeds or bipeds or even as
any kind of phylum we know of. It’s where we can invent new species. Making The Snout allowed me to design a character animation system, a
procedural one, that was freed from the limitations of having to imitate what a human being might do. On the right side of the uncanny valley so much
other stuff comes into play about expectations about cultural modes of gestural communication, body language, appearance. You’re not just dealing with
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how things move but with the gendered body and the racialized body and the socialized body and the dressed body and with the culturized body that reacts
to you with certain degrees of interpersonal space and other kinds of things.

JN: It’s interesting though, that we still expect that a machine senses the same things that we sense though, that it conform to our sense of what
it’s supposed to ‘see’ in the world, no matter how unlike us it might be.
GL: I was just in London this weekend with the Opto Isolator (pictured above) which is a little eye robot that I made which has a very noisy face-detector
that’s kind of unreliable, and it suddenly looks off to the side when it imagines a face. When it does that, it’s really disconcerting because people are like,
"There’s nobody there…?" They don’t understand what it’s looking at. So, I think that it’s very important that to the extent that we perceive robots as
sensate, we are also able to sense the things that they’re sensing. In terms of our ability to understand what robots are sensing, it’s very important that we
have an agreed upon reality. That might just be from human conversation that we inherit that, right? You know, if I’m conversing with you, and you start
looking around —
JN: you’ll start looking around.
GL: … or I’ll think you’re crazy.
JN: Right, because I’m a system just like a machine and from a certain abstract, rather cold, point of view, steering a conversation and steering a
ship are more or less the same thing.
To learn more about Golan Levin's work please visit ﬂong.com.
Content on this site is distributed under an Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike Creative Commons License unless otherwise noted.
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Infographic of the Day: Admitulator Cracks the Code for College
Admissions
From interaction designer (and geek demi-god) Golan Levin.
BY SUZANNE LABARRE
1 MINUTE READ

The old standby that killer test scores and a 4.7 GPA are a red carpet into any college in the
world hardly abides nowadays. For better or for worse, colleges consider a swarm of additional
factors: teacher recommendations, personal essays, extracurriculars, volunteer work, daddies in
high places — you know the list.
To help faculty and administrators sift through the gobs of application information they face
each year, legendary interaction designer Golan Levin developed an evaluation program called
Admitulator for Carnegie Mellon University‘s art school. Admitulator lets users vet the applicant
pool according to metrics they favor.
Say a professor wants well-rounded students; she might give more weight to recommendations
and community service. That’ll produce rankings of all the applications that can then be
compared to those of an administrator who thinks grades and test scores are the best means of
assessment. The incoming class can thus be balanced out, according to the overall student mix
officials favor. Preferences are shown in the piechart below.
A companion program randomly assigns professors to applicants’ portfolios, so that no two
students are evaluated by the same group. That ensures fairness in the admissions process by
eliminating “grouping effects” — what happens when a panel of preternaturally grumpy
professors, say, hand out a cluster of low marks.
Obviously, Admitulator is deeply subjective — and the numeric rankings of such things like
community service can’t be perfect. So Levin warns that it shouldn’t be used alone. “The highlyquantitative Admitulator is insufficient for use as the sole tool for making admissions decisions,
but it is helpful,” he writes on his website. “Ideally, it is used in tandem with database systems
that can retrieve and display the applicants’ qualitative data…”
https://www.fastcodesign.com/1662395/infographic-of-the-day-admitulator-cracks-the-code-for-college-admissions
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